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Abstract: Magnetic therapy is the use of magnets to relieve pain in various areas of the body. It is the simplest, cheapest and entirely painless system of treatment with no side effects. In present article, discussion of fundamental aspect about the application of magnetic field (Natural and artificial) and how it apply to the human body with suggestions. Magnetic field is produce by magnet or electromagnetic generating devices are able to penetrate the human body because human body is magnetic hence magnetic field affect the functioning of human body. Suggestions are, High blood pressure person sleep with feet towards west and vice-versa. Instrument of magnetic field therapy must be in magnetic meridian. Current passing in coil must be in clockwise direction. Move the magnetic field from head towards foot. Give ten ml tonic contains sodium, potassium, calcium, phosphate and minerals, to the patient. Don’t apply electromagnetic field (i.e. magnetic therapy) for any particular part of the body.
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Introduction: Magnetic therapy is the use of magnets to relieve pain in various areas of the body. It is the simplest, cheapest and entirely painless system of treatment with no side effects. In present article, discussion of fundamental aspect about the application of magnetic field (Natural and artificial) and how it apply to the human body with suggestions. Magnetic field is produce by magnet or electromagnetic generating devices.

Human body can not be alive without blood; blood is a living tissue that circulates in the body through heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries electrolytes, hormones, vitamins, antibodies, heat and oxygen to the body tissues. Blood contains cells and plasma.

Cells contain Red blood cells, white blood cells. Red blood cells Contain hemoglobin. White blood cells protects the body from invasion of foreign substances such as bacteria fungi, and viruses, and plasma is the liquid portion of the blood and contains nutrients proteins, hormones, it serves maintaining a blood pressure, immunity, sodium, potassium, helping to maintain a proper balance in the body.

Plasma contains electrolytes such as Sodium(Na⁺), Potassium(K⁺), Chloride(Cl⁻), Bicarbonate (HCO₃⁻), Calcium (Ca²⁺), Magnesium (Mg²⁺). These chemicals are essential in bodily functions such as fluid balance, nerve conduction, muscle contraction, blood clotting and pH balance. The other key role of electrolytes is to carry charge and therefore information from one cell to another around the body.

Working of cell:
In a normal healthy cell, the ions are distributed around the cell with all of the positive ions on one side and the negative ions on the opposing side. The ions which live outside of the cell in the tissues will align with those inside of the cell so that opposing poles are together with the cell membrane between them (see diagram of healthy cell below). This allows fluid, oxygen and nutrients (fluid exchange) to move freely in and out of the cell, while maintaining the natural balance within the cell (homeostasis).

In a diseased (injured) cell, the positive and negative ions do not stay on opposing sides of the cell. They are disrupted and scatter randomly around the cell. At the same time the ions on the outside of the cell membrane also become scattered as they try to find their opposing pole, this results in cellular imbalance. Extra fluid from the tissues outside the cell is able to penetrate the cell which in turn pushes vital nutrients, hormones and electrolytes (salts) out of the cell. The cell’s ability to function is greatly reduced and cellular degeneration begins which if not corrected will lead to the cell dying.

When a static (fixed in place) magnetic field is applied over an injured (diseased) area, the magnetism penetrates into the tissues and surrounds the damaged cell. The magnetic field that is created around the outside of the cell will pull the ions, both inside and outside, back into alignment. The result is that the ions once again return to their correct position within the cell. The extra fluid that has penetrated the cell is pushed out (via osmosis and diffusion) and returned to the surrounding tissues. The cell regains its natural healthy balance and any damage is repaired over a period of days (see diagram of a cell with a magnetic field).
Body is a tiny magnet?

In this regard there is no doubt; because, science defines tiny magnet as, “a spinning electron”. If you make that charge rotate around some axis, its different parts will move in circles, each acting like small current, and the result would be that the electron is magnetized along its rotation axis and has a magnetic moment. In our body, blood is molten metal and it is flowing in clockwise direction (right side to left side) with charge particles (as mention above) and as it spins, electric currents are created within these metals, hence it produce magnetic field and its direction is from head to foot.

It support from, “As the Earth’s core is molten metal and as it spins electric currents are create within these metals it produces a magnetic field”.

Working of magnetic field

(I) Natural magnetic field: -

1) Sleep or take rest lying foots towards East, so that magnetic field of body is in perpendicular positions to the natural magnetic field. In this position magnetic forces will be maximum and in upward direction. Which is requires at the rest time, in the rest time the heart beats become slow means rate of blood flow becomes slow. Your right ventricle pumps blood to your lungs and your left ventricle pumps blood all around your body. The muscular walls of the left ventricle are thicker than those of the right ventricle, making it a much more powerful pump, to maintain the constant blood flow, when external force is apply by natural magnetic field. High blood pressure person sleep, foots towards west so that natural magnetic field reduces the blood pressure.

2) Don’t sleep or take rest lying foots towards South; because from magnetic properties, when line of induction passes through hollow space they are diverted, (Body have at least seven holes, e.g. Nose, Ear, Mouth, Eyes…) diverted magnetic line of induction produces turbulent blood flow, hence it exerts blood pressure, disturbed sleep, babies and children fret and don’t sleep well, restlessness, general tiredness headaches, hyperactivity.

Sleep on thin cotton cloth. Cotton cloth is in direct contact to the surface of the Earth, and head towards west. House should not be more than ten meter height.

(II) Electromagnetic field:

In electromagnetic theory, current is passing in coil, magnetic field is produced. We know that when randomly oriented magnetic lines of inductions are, kept in externally strong magnetic field they get aligned along strong magnetic field and strength of magnetic field is increases. Which produces steady blood flow, hence above maintained symptoms are minimize.

Method of electromagnetic treatment:

Instrument of magnetic therapy must be in magnetic meridian. Current passing in coil must be in clockwise direction, so that produced electromagnetic field (minimize eddy effects) is at the center of the coil and parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field which gives more effect. Body of the patient must be in straight position (no inclination) on the bench. Bench must be steady, instrument of magnetic therapy must be in magnetic meridian. (1) High blood pressure person sleep, foots towards west and vice-versa. (2) Don’t sleep or take rest lying foots towards South. (3) Instrument of magnetic therapy must be in magnetic meridian. (4) Current passing in coil must be in clockwise direction. (5) Body of the patient must be in straight position (no inclination). (6) Move the magnetic field coil from head towards foot. (7) Give ten ml tonic contains sodium, potassium, calcium, phosphate and minerals, to the patient. (8) Don’t apply electromagnetic field (i.e. magnetic therapy) for any particular part of the body.

Conclusion/ Suggestion:
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